Temporal measures of anticipatory labial coarticulation for the vowel/u/: within- and cross-subject variability.
The timing of upper lip protrusion movements and accompanying acoustic events was examined for multiple repetitions of word pairs such as "lee coot" and "leaked coot" by four speakers of American English. The duration of the intervocalic consonant string was manipulated by using various combinations of /s/, /t/, /k/, /h/, and /#/. Pairwise comparisons were made of consonant string duration (acoustic /i/ offset to acoustic /u/ onset) with durations of: protrusion movement beginning to acoustic /u/ onset, maximum acceleration of the movement to acoustic /u/ onset, and acoustic /u/ onset to movement end. There were some consonant-specific protrusion effects, primarily on the movement beginning event for /s/. Inferences from measures of the maximum acceleration and movement end events for the non-/s/ subset suggested the simultaneous and variable expression of three competing constraints: (1) end the protrusion movement during the voiced part of the /u/; (2) use a preferred movement duration; and (3) begin the /u/-related protrusion movement when permitted by relaxation of the perceptually motivated constraint that the preceding /i/ be unrounded. The subjects differed in the degree of expression of each constraint, but the results generally indicate that anticipatory coarticulation of lip protrusion is influenced both by acoustic-phonetic context dependencies and dynamical properties of movements. Because of the extensive variation in the data and the small number of subjects, these ideas are tentative; additional work is needed to explore them further.